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Abstract

Cancer is one of the leading causes of death worldwide with about half of all
cancer patients undergoing radiation therapy, either as a standalone treatment
or in combination with other methods such as chemotherapy. �e dose planning
of radiation therapy is based on medical images such as CT and MR images. A
recent trend is to move towards “MR-only” work�ows, and previous work have
shown good results when synthesizing CT images from MR with machine learn-
ing methods. Eliminating the need for CT scans in the dose planning procedure
removes a potentially carcinogenic part of the procedure, saves clinical resources,
and could shorten the time until treatment can begin.

�is thesis builds upon earlier work, where a Cycle-Consistent Adversarial
Network (CycleGAN) was used successfully to synthesize CT images from MRI
images. We compare the CycleGAN architecture to the original Generative Ad-
versarial Network (GAN), and a variant called Wasserstein GAN (WGAN). �e U-
Net was used as a generative sub-network for all models. �e CycleGAN utilized
a PatchGAN discriminative sub-network while the other models used a custom
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). �e GAN architecture was tested both
with paired and unpaired data. �e best results were obtained by the GAN using
unpaired data, with an MAE of 30.4 HU and PSNR of 26.7 dB. �e CycleGAN
model failed to produce images what could pass as suitable synthetic CT images.
We could not reproduce the results of earlier work in this regard while either
using the hyperparameters of previous studies or other con�gurations. But we
conclude that it is possible to produce synthesized CT images using GANs with
both paired and unpaired data.
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1 Introduction

Cancer is one of the leading causes of death worldwide with more than 18 million new cases
each year, resulting in approximately 9.6 million cancer deaths annually [1]. �is statistic
also holds true for Sweden where more than 60 000 patients gets diagnosed with cancer each
year [2]. About half of all cancer patients undergo radiation treatment, either exclusively or
in combination with other methods such as chemotherapy. Radiation treatment entails focus-
ing a radiation beam on the tumour, killing o� the cancerous cells. Before the radiotherapy
can begin, an oncologist must plan the procedure so that a su�cient dose of radiation is de-
livered to the target area while keeping radiation exposure to nearby sensitive organs to the
minimum. �is phase of the procedure is called delineation and is done by an oncologist by
manually drawing onto medical images the areas that will be treated by radiation, and those
that are important to avoid. �ese medical images usually consist of computed tomography
(CT) images with magnetic resonance (MR) images as visual support.

�e CT images are created by computer-processed X-ray measurements of a patient at
many di�erent angles, creating a map of di�erent bodily structures ability to absorb the radi-
ation. �e MR images are constructed by measuring the interaction of strong magnetic �elds
and radio waves in the patient’s body. �e MR images give detailed information about so�
tissue in the body and are used to identify the tumour and the surrounding organs that are
vital to avoid during the radiation treatment. �is is why MR images are suitable to use as vi-
sual support during delineation, the process where target areas are drawn onto the CT image.
A dose planning system is then used with the information gathered from the CT to calculate
the angles and radiation needed to achieve a certain dosage in the targeted areas.

�e ability to generate high quality CT images from MR images is in line with a recent
trend in radiotherapy called “MR-only”. �is is desirable since a work�ow that only needs
MR images, and that is not dependent on CT or positron emission tomography (PET) images,
would lead to savings in regard to clinical resources such as sta� and scanner time. MR-only
work�ows would also mean that the patients will not be exposed to ionizing radiation such
as X-rays from the CT scanner which are carcinogenic and could trigger further formation
of cancer. Further, the patients will not need to experience the stress of undergoing two or
more medical image examinations and in turn also reduce the time until treatment can begin.
Removing the need to align the CT images to the MR during delineation would also lead to a
more precise delineation map.

Many di�erent methods have been used for generating synthetic CTs [3], but a recent
trend has been towards using machine learning, or more speci�cally deep learning meth-
ods. In particular, deep generative methods have been used successfully, and appears, for
instance, to give more details in the texture of the synthesized CT images. For example,
Wolterink et al. [4] utilized the Cyclic-Consistent Adversarial Network (CycleGAN) [5] model
to synthesize CT images from MR images. �eir results showed that an increased number of
people estimated their generated synthetic CT images as real rather than synthesized com-
pared to other methods. Generative models are machine learning models that can be trained
to generate samples from a learned distribution. Some examples of such applications are super
resolution, where one creates higher resolution images from lower resolution [6], anomaly
detection [7], or creating CT images from MRI. Generative models can be contrasted with
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discriminative models (also referred to as conditional models), that outputs a classi�cation
given some input data. �is could be in the format of a binary classi�cation such as “cat”
or “dog” when being fed images of the respective animals, or it could be multi-categorical
classi�cations.

A Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [8] is a machine learning method that has
gained popularity due to many recent successful applications. GANs are composed of two
parts: a generative component and a discriminating component. �e la�er is tasked with
discriminating between real and synthesized data, and the generative model uses the dis-
criminator to improve its ability to synthesize data that is indistinguishable from real data. A
recent extension to the GAN architecture is the CycleGAN. If a GAN learns to translate data
from domain A to domain B, in our case MR to CT, then CycleGAN will also simultaneously
learn to translate the data back from B to A. �is adds a condition to the model that appears
to be bene�cial; not only must the transformation to domain B be good, it must be so good
that when transforming the synthesized image back to domain A, it is indistinguishable from
“real” domain A images. Another variant of the GAN architecture is the Wasserstein GAN
(WGAN) [9] that has demonstrated improved learning stability and reduced problems with
mode collapses. Mode collapse is when the generator collapses to a single mode, generating
the same image for every input, an issue that can occur with the original GANs [9].

�e research in this thesis aims to further investigate the usage of GANs in the domain
of synthesizing CT images from MR images. �is will be done by comparing CycleGAN, that
has been used previously in the context of MR-CT synthesis, to GAN and WGAN models.
A pilot study was performed at the Department of Radiation Sciences [10] and this thesis
is a continuation of that work. CycleGAN models have been used successfully for MR-CT
synthesizing [5], but one issue with these models is that they include four sub-networks,
which means that the numbers of parameters is roughly twice that of regular GANs, and four
times that of a regular network. �is translates to increased computational costs and hardware
requirements (such as RAM) when training CycleGAN models, compared to regular networks
and GANs. If the discriminator in GANs is what improves the generated synthetic CTs, then
it would likely work well using GANs (or WGANs) as well. �e aforementioned notion will
be investigated in this thesis.
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2 Background

“A feedforward network with a single layer is su�cient to represent any function, but the layer
may be infeasibly large and may fail to learn and generalize correctly.” - Ian Goodfellow [11]

�e machine learning models used in this project are based on Arti�cial Neural Networks
(ANNs), or more speci�cally Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [12, 13]. �is section
seeks to bring about an understanding of these underlying machine learning techniques in
a manner that gives the reader the ability to understand the models used in this project. An

Figure 1: An arti�cial neural network with three input neurons (red), two hidden layers
(blue), and two output neurons (green). Each neuron is connected to all neurons in
the previous layer with weights. Layers with this property are called dense layers
or fully connected layers.

ANN is a feedforward network that is loosely inspired by the operations of the brain. It
consists of a network of arti�cial neurons that are ordered in layers with weights connecting
the neurons of each layer to the neurons in the neighbouring layers, as visualized in Figure 1.
�e weights are usually initialized at random and then adjusted by a training process. �eir
values determine how signals get propagated in the network and thus the behaviour of the
overall network. �e details of the training process is explained in depth in Section 2.1, but
the general idea behind training ANNs is to �nd the weights that gives a sought behaviour.
In a network with two output neurons A and B, the desired behaviour could for example be
that A should activate if the input to the network is an image of a cat, and B should activate
if the image is of a dog.

Except for the network architecture and some hyperparameters, it is the input and cor-
responding output of the network that can be accessed, and the aim is to make the network
create a speci�c output given a certain input. �e layers in between the input and output
layers are called hidden layers, marked as blue in Figure 1, and if the model contains hidden
layers it is o�en called a deep neural network, referring to the depth of multiple layers being
stacked. �e arti�cial neurons making up the network have a simple and static function that
creates an emergent behaviour when stacked in layers. Each neuron will compute the dot
product between the output of the previous layer with the weights connecting them to the
neuron. �is value is then fed into an activation function that determines the level the neu-
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ron should �re, creating an output for the next layer, as seen in Figure 2. In the �rst neural

Figure 2: Visualization of an arti�cial neuron with input x1,x2, . . . ,xn together with weights
w1,w2, . . . ,wn . �e products are summed up and fed to an activation function that
models the activation of the arti�cial neuron.

networks the activation function was a threshold function, returning 1 if the input amounted
to a �ring of the neuron and 0 if that was not the case. Today, common activation functions
include the Sigmoid activation, hyberbolic tangent (tanh), Recti�ed Linear Unit (ReLU) and
Leaky Recti�ed Linear Unit (LReLU), some of these can be seen in Figure 3. �ese functions
creates a more nuanced behavior of the neurons, giving them the ability to activate at di�er-
ent degrees rather than simply turning on or o�. In practice, the ReLU activation function
have showed increased performance in ANNs.

Figure 3: Visualization of three activation functions, Sigmoid (Sig) to the le�, ReLU and
LeakyReLU (LReLU) with α = 0.1 to the right.

Feedforward networks such as ANNs can in theory approximate any function f : X →
Y [11], but in practice this might not be feasible, due to the size needed for such a network
might be larger than what is possible to provide given hardware limits. Generally ANNs are
used for regression (predicting a real value), classi�cation (predicting a binary or categorical
outcome), and transformation of data. But any task that can be expressed as a function is in
the realm of possibility with ANNs. Classi�cation problems can be expressed as a function
that maps the input data to a suitable dimension for a classi�cation to be made. For example,
output y ∈ {0, 1} could be used for a binary classi�cation, where y = 1 and y = 0 would
represent the classes. �ese types of models can also be described as modelling the conditional
probability P(y = 1|x), the probability of y belonging to class 1 given the input features x . In
contrast, models that seeks to transform data from domain A to domain B e.g “CT to MR”
instead learns the joint distribution of the data P(x ,y).
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2.1 Training

In general, ANNs are part of the supervised learning paradigm meaning that they need labeled
data to train on. For instance, a model for classifying images of dogs and cats needs to be
provided with both images of dogs and cats, and their labels “dog” or “cat” respectively. During
training these models would “guess” the label of the input data and then update their weights
based on how far away from the correct answer they were. �is is in essence an optimization
problem, where we seek to get the predicted label as close to the target label as possible. �is
is generally solved using a non-linear optimization method, such as gradient descent (GD),
which is explored further in Section 2.1.1.

In order to solve this optimization problem there needs to be a function that can be min-
imized. Since the goal described above is to have the predicted output ŷ and target output
y as close to each other as possible it follows that any such function should revolve around
minimizing the distance between the two. To exemplify, |ŷ − y | could be used as a optimiza-
tion function since it goes to zero when ŷ and y are close and increases as they diverge. So
when we minimize this function we inherently create a network that gives the sought output.
�e function being minimized in machine learning is either called a cost function, or more
commonly in deep learning and dealing with neural networks, a loss function, where the later
will be used from now on and the value from these kinds of functions will be referred to as a
loss.

Given the loss function L for each prediction-ground truth pair, the overall loss function
L for all these prediction-ground truth pairs, for a model trained on N samples could be
expressed as

L(θ ) = −
1
N

n∑
i=1

L(y(i), f (x (i),θ ))) (2.1)

where θ is the parameters/weights of the network, y is the target, and f is the output of
the network given an input x and its parameters θ .

A common loss function is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) that is similar to our example
above (identical when N = 1) and based on the L1 norm. MAE is the mean of the absolute
di�erence between the output and target for N samples,

MAE =
1
N

N∑
i=1
|y(i) − ŷ(i) | (2.2)

where yi is the label and ŷi is the output from the network.
�e Mean Square Error (MSE) is based on the squared L2 norm and is another common

loss that is the mean of the squared di�erences, de�ned as

MSE =
1
N

N∑
i=1
(y(i) − ŷ(i))2, (2.3)

Cross entropy is a standard loss function that can be used when the output is in the format of
a probability, p ∈ [0, 1], and is typically used when dealing with classi�cation models. In our
case cross entropy is used by a network tasked with discriminating between real and synthetic
CT images and the de�nition can be expressed as:

L = −
1
N

n∑
i=1

[
y(i)loд(ŷ(i)) + (1 − y(i))loд(1 − ŷ(i))

]
(2.4)

and will result in a loss that increases exponentially as the predicted output moves away from
the target.
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2.1.1 Optimizers

We now got a machine learning model in the form of a neural network with the goal to
approximate a function f : X → Y and a loss function that we seek to minimize in order
to achieve this approximation. �e �nal ingredient is a method of doing the optimization.
�is is where optimizers such as gradient descent comes in. If one imagines the loss function
in a 3D space, as visualized in Figure 4, the goal is to �nd the lowest point (where the loss
function has the smallest value). �e general idea in GD is to calculate the gradient (vector of
partial derivatives), �nd the steepest slope from the current position and move a step in that
direction. �is process is then iterated with the goal of reaching a global minimum. Deep
learning applications seldom has the problem of ge�ing stuck at a local minima during this
process, but rather at saddle points. Places where the gradient are close to zero even if there
might be slopes leading to lower points at multiple directions around it, this can be seen in
the middle of Figure 4. How far the gradient step for each iteration should be is an important
hyperparameter when training neural networks since it a�ects how well the network deals
with issues such as saddle points and convergence towards a global minima. �e distance
of the gradient step is called learning rate when dealing with deep learning but it is also
commonly referred to as step size in the optimization literature.

Figure 4: Loss function visualization with a saddle point marked with black. �e plot is based
on the function z = x2 − y2.

�e gradient of a neural network is calculated with a technique called back propaga-
tion [14], which is an implementation of the chain rule of derivatives and gives us the ability
to calculate all partial derivatives in a linear time. �is iterative process of optimizing the
loss function in machine learning is most commonly referred to as training, and is in what-
ever form it is done, the engine that makes the model “learn”. In practice, gradient descent is
de�ned by iterating the update

θ jt+1 = θ jt − α
∂

∂θ j
L(θt ),

where θt is the weights of the network at time step t, α is the learning rate, ∂
∂θ j

is the partial
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derivative with respect to a speci�c weight θ j andL is the loss function to be optimized. If GD
is applied to saddle points, the gradient could become zero and the update would keep θ jt+1 at
the same value as θ jt . Even thought there is be�er solutions in multiple directions. GD uses all
datapoints available when calculating the gradient involved in the gradient step. Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD) is a variant of GD that will instead update the weights with respect
to one sample from the training data at a time, making multiple update iterations until it has
gone through all datapoints. One such iteration of all datapoints is referred to as an epoch.
Finally, there is Mini-batch gradient descent that will use n-samples (n ≤ N ) for its updates,
where n = 1 would be the former SGD. �is makes for a more stable convergence than SGD
as the gradient will be averaged over a number of samples, and faster convergence than GD
since it will update the weights more o�en.

2.1.2 Momentum & NAG

Techniques such as momentum have been introduced to further improve the optimizer’s
speed, probability of convergence, and ability to deal with issues such as saddle points. Mo-
mentum works by adding a fraction of the previous gradient step to the current one, thus
giving the update a kind of momentum. �e fraction of previous update, denoted γ , becomes
a hyperparameter that can be tuned but is o�en set to 0.9. If υt is the gradient at update t,
momentum can be de�ned as

υt =γυt−1 + α
∂

∂θ j
L(θ )

θ =θ − υt .

Nesterov Accelerated Gradient (NAG) [15] is another technique and builds upon the idea of
momentum. NAG can be viewed as �rst calculating the momentum η as a fraction of previous
step, move to that new position and then calculate a gradient step from this new position to
�nish the update. �e update steps for NAG are

η =γυt−1

υt =η + α
∂

∂θ j
L(θ − η)

θ =θ − υt .

2.1.3 RMSProp

�ere is plenty of optimization methods that build upon the idea of Mini-batch gradient
descent and further pushes the performance of neural networks, Root Mean Square Propaga-
tion (RMSProp) [16] is one such optimization method that was developed by Hinton et al. [16].
To understand how RMSProp works, it is best to �rst explain how another optimizer, called
AdaGrad (stands for Adaptive Gradient Algorithm) [17] works. AdaGrad is an optimizer that
takes into account how o�en a feature associated with a parameter is used. It will assign
a higher individual learning rate for parameters associated with infrequently occurring fea-
tures, and lower learning rate for parameters associated with frequently occurring features.
�is is done by dividing the learning rate of the parameter by the squares of past gradients
in earlier updates. �e drawback of this process is that it will accumulate a reduction to the
learning rate over time due to how this dynamic learning rate is calculated, eventually ending
up in a position where it will not learn any more. �is is where optimizers such as RMSProp,
and the very similar but independently developed AdaDelta [18] come in, building upon Ada-
Grad but with a less steep, but still monotonically decreasing learning rate. RMSProp uses
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exponentially weighted averages of past squared gradients instead of accumulating all the
past squared gradients. �us creating a less aggressive decrease in learning rate over time.

2.1.4 Adam & Nadam

A combination of the adaptive learning rate from RMSProp together with the ideas of mo-
mentum as described above results in the Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) optimizer [19].
Combining Adam with the NAG instead of momentum we get Nesterov-accelerated Adaptive
Moment Estimation (Nadam) [20]. Two adaptive optimizers that have been shown to work
very well in practice and will be used in these experiments [21].

2.2 Convolutional Neural Networks

A CNN [12,13] is an ANN that could be described as mimicking the visual cortex of mammals.
�e architecture is based on convolutional layers, where each neuron only processes the input
of a subset of the input data, an area called its receptive �eld. �is is done by sliding a number
of �lters, also called kernels, across the input to the layer, creating an activation map from
the output of each �lter, as visualized in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Visualization of a convolutional layer where the input is an image of size n × n.
Filters with kernel size 3 × 3 are slid by a certain step size over the input, applying
the dot product between the �lter and the superimposed area of the input. �e
result is propagated to an activation map per input-�lter pair.

�e �lters are learned matrices, usually 3 × 3 or 5 × 5, that can be seen as being superim-
posed over a part of the input and the dot product between the kernel and the a�ected area
is calculated and propagated as a value to an activation map. �e �lters are moved along the
input a step at a time, where the length of the step is called step size (not to be confused with
learning rate), while the output is put into the next cell in the activation map. For example, in
Figure 5, diagonal edges would be the features that got propagated forward by the example
�lter. In convolutional layers the �lters are randomly initialized and then optimized to extract
useful features through training of the network.

�e main bene�t of CNNs is a sharp reduction in the number of parameters resulting
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in a less computational expensive training process in contrast to networks using only dense
layers. �is comes from the use of �lters to de�ne receptive �elds that are reused at every
spatial location instead of learning a �lter at every location.

2.3 Pooling

�e usage of pooling layers is common in CNNs. Pooling is similar to the �lters in convolu-
tional layers but uses a prede�ned function. �e most common pooling function is maxpool-
ing which will take the highest number inside the sliding kernel and propagate it forward.
�is can be seen as a feature extractor that reduces the size of the data while maintaining
strong features. For an example of a 2 × 2 max pooling, see Figure 6.

Figure 6: Visualization of a 2 × 2 max pooling, extracting the largest values in the kernel,
with stride 2 on a 4 × 4 matrix.

2.4 Dropout

Dropout layers [22] are introduced to neural networks to help them generalize. �e idea is to
randomly remove a fraction of the neurons in a layer at each training iteration, this fraction
is referred to as dropout rate in the machine learning literature. �is causes the network as a
whole to not be depended on singular neurons but rather on more general pa�erns, countering
a phenomena called over��ing. Over��ing is when the network becomes to dependent on
features in the training data and wont be able generalize to data it has not speci�cally trained
on. It should be noted that it introduces a computational cost, as it will take longer to train
the network. In essence, samples of “thinned” networks are used during training where the
average of their outputs are computed during test time by using the unthinned network as a
whole [22].

2.5 Batch normalization

Batch normalization [23] is a way to decrease the training time of neural networks while at
the same time making them less prone to over��ing. �is is done by subtracting the output
of previous layer with the batch mean and dividing by the batch standard deviation. A batch
layer has two trainable parameters γ and β , where γ is multiplied with the normalized batch
mean, scaling it, and β is added to the term and by doing so shi�ing it. �ere is also a momen-
tum term α that determines how much of previous mini-batches mean should be added, this
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hyperparameter is usually set to a α = 0.9. �e steps can be seen in the following equations
where {yi = BNγ β (xi )} is the sought output for mini-batch B = {x1, . . . ,xm}

µB := αµB−1 + (1 − α)
1
m

m∑
i=1

xi mini-batch mean with momentum

σ 2
B ←

1
m

m∑
i=1
(xi − µB)

2 mini-batch variance

x̂i ←
xi − µB√
σ 2
B
+ ϵ

normalize

yi ← γ x̂i ≡ BNγ ,β (xi ) scale and shi�

Batch normalization layers can be added to both convolutional and dense layers, and will
speed up the training of a network by countering a phenomena called internal covariate shi�.
When training a network, the input is almost always normalized to a certain range of values,
e.g. [0, 1], making it so that the input layer only need to learn a �xed distribution of the data.
In the intermediate layers however, the input data will change along with the previous layers’
changes, so the intermediate layers needs to adapt to new distributions while training. Nor-
malizing the data between layers helps countering the internal covariate shi� and by doing
so speeds up the training process. Batch normalization also introduces some regularization
as it adds noise to the output of layers as the value of a sample will be shaped by others in the
mini-batch which makes it less prone to over�t to the the training data [23].

2.6 Generative Adversarial Networks

”GANs and the variations that are now being proposed is the most interesting idea in the last 10
years in ML, in my opinion.” - Yann LeCun 1

Goodfellow et al. [8] introduced the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) framework
as a way to train generative models by an adversarial process. Standard generative models are
trained to approximate a target by creating a loss function that rewards output that is similar
to the target domain. �is could for example be done by using MAE as a loss function and
then train the network to create synthesized CT images from MR - CT pairs.

�e GAN network does instead train the generator (G) via a discriminator (D) that is
simultaneously trained to distinguishes between y and ŷ, in our case real (CTr eal ) and syn-
thesized CT-images (CTsyn) that are generated from MR-images. �e loss function for G in a
GAN will capture how well D can distinguishes the two apart and not a direct measurement
between prediction and target such as MAE, this process is visualized in Figure 7. In practice,
this process is done in steps where the GAN is trained on one batch of MR and CT images
at a time. For each batch, G will �rst create CTsyn from the MR image, then D is trained to
distinguish between CTr eal and CTsyn . �is is done by �rst training D on a batch of CTr eal
with a target label of 0, and then a batch of CTsyn with a target label of 1. A technique that
have been shown to improve the convergence of GANs is to add noise to these labels. �is is
done by adding noise to theCTr eal label or subtracting from theCTsyn label, where the noise
is randomly drawn from x ∈ [0, 0.01] [24].

A�er training the discriminator, a network (GAN) consisting of both G and D, will be fed
a batch of MR images and trained with the label for CTr eal . �is larger network is built so

1h�ps://www.quora.com/What-are-some-recent-and-potentially-upcoming-breakthroughs-in-deep-learning
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Figure 7: Visualization of the training process of GAN networks with regards to the interac-
tion of the generator and discriminator. �e generator produces synthesized images
of domain B and the discriminator is trained to distinguish between real and fake
images of that domain.

that it will only update the weights in G. Training the GAN with labels indicating that these
images are real, will update the weights in G such that G will produce images that are more
likely to fool D and by doing so be�er approximate CTr eal . �ese steps of training a GAN is
visualized in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Visualization of GAN training, in step 1 synthesized CT images are produced from
MR images by the generator G (green). In step 2 the discriminator D (yellow) is
trained on real CT images and in step 3 D trains on the synthesized images from
step 1. Finally, in step 4 a GAN consisting of bothG andD, whereD have its weights
frozen, is fed MR images and G will have its weights updated by D.
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2.6.1 Jensen-Shannon divergence

�e training of a GAN can be expressed as a minimax game between D and G with loss
function V(D,G), leading to the minimax objective

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata (x ) [logD(x)] + Ez∼pz (z) [(1 − logD(G(z)))]

where Ex∼pdata (x ) is the expected value of samples from the real CT data and Ez∼pz (z) is the
expected value over the input distribution.

To get a more intuitive sense of how machine learning data sets can be viewed through
probability distributions, imagine a data set of tables and chairs. Chairs will have multiple
di�erent features, including height, width, number of legs, etc. All of these features will
have some kind of distribution in the population of chairs, some chairs are bigger, others
are smaller, but seldom do a chair stand 2 meters tall or only have one leg. �e tables
will also have a distribution of features and a conditional model can be viewed as giving
the probability a sample belongs to one of these distributions (chair or table) based on its
features. It should be noticed that these distributions can overlap, and it could be hard to tell
a really small table apart from a big chair. With this view in mind, generative models are
tasked with transforming samples with features from one feature distribution to another
distribution in a certain manner. �e output will make up its own feature distribution, in
our example synthesized images, and the task is to make the output and target distribution
overlap as well as possible. �e similarity between the two can be measured and the Jensen-
Shannon divergence is one such similarity measurement between distributions.

Data samples as probaility distributions

�is minimax game is the equivalent of minimizing the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence
between the distributions of synthesized and real data. �e JS divergence is a measurement of
similarity between two probability distributions, in our case CTsyn and CTr eal . JS divergence
is de�ned as

JS(Pr , Pд) = KL(Pr | |Pm) + KL(Pд, Pm), (2.5)

where KL is the Kullback–Leibler divergence de�ned as

KL(Pr | |Pд) =

∫ ∞

−∞

Pr (x) log
(
Pr (x)

Pд(x)

)
dx , (2.6)

and where Pm from Equation 2.5 is the density of the mixture probabilities of Pr and Pд

Pm =
(Pr + Pд)

2
. (2.7)

�e mixture probabilities are combinations of two or more probability distributions, in our
case CTsyn and CTr eal . Since the density functions are summed up to one, we need to divide
the combination of the two with 2 to keep this property.

�e theoretical implications of training a GAN will be further explored in Section 3.2, as
the Wasserstein GAN builds upon them. But for now we can observe that viewing the training
of a GAN as a minimax game between D and G, gives us a measurement of the similarity
between the distribution of the real dataCTr eal and the synthesized data distribution ofCTsyn .
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2.6.2 Issues & Mode collapse

�e training of GANs is notoriously hard. �ere are a myriad of hyperparameters that
a�ect the performance of machine learning models posing a challenge when dealing with
single networks. In a GAN se�ing we introduce multiple networks working in tandem with
each other, meaning that the hyperparameters and architectures not only needs to be tuned to
work well on their own, but also together. It does not help that two networks are bigger than
one, meaning that the overall architecture gets bigger and more computational resources are
needed to complete the training.

One issue that arise when training GANs is that of mode collapse. �at is when the output
of the generator is the same, no ma�er what the input might be. �is can come in di�erent
shapes, for example a big white patch in the middle of the image no ma�er what the input
might be, or the same few output images regardless of the input.
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3 �eory

“If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of Giant” - Sir Isaac Newton (1675)

�is section seeks to introduce the work of others that this thesis directly builds upon, this
will be in the form of three di�erent architectures, U-Net, Wasserstein GAN, and CycleGAN.

3.1 U-Net

Ronneberger, Fischer & Brox [25] propose a generative model named U-Net for medical imag-
ing applications. �e name U-Net comes from its “U”-shape in visualizations of its architec-
ture, due to it having a contracting and expanding side, as illustrated by Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Visualization of the original U-Net architecture with decreasing number of �lters
for the encoding path and an increasing number in the decoding path.

U-Net is designed with what could be described as a encoding and decoding path. �e
decoding path consist of convolutional blocks with ReLU activations that are down-scaled
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with the use of max pooling layers, and uses an increasing number of �lters for each down-
scaling step. �e decoding path does the opposite with convolutional blocks that get up-
scaled and a decreasing number of �lters for each such step. Each convolutional block in
the decoding path also has access to the output of the corresponding block from the encoding
path that is concatenated with the up-scaled output of the previous block in the decoding path.
�is gives the encoder access to features with di�erent granularities. In essence, the idea is
that the encoding path will act as a feature extractor of data from domain A and the encoding
path will utilize these features in such a way that it can learn to construct corresponding data
of domain B based on the input of type A. �is model will be used as the generator for all
architectures, so that all experiments can be evaluated with the same G. �e only di�erence
is that the hyperbolic tangent function will be used as the output activation for all models
except for the WGAN which will have a linear activation instead.

3.2 Wasserstein GAN

Arojovsky, Chintala & Bo�ou [9] introduced a GAN architecture they named Wasserstein
GAN (WGAN) that showed a more stable training without issues such as mode collapse.
WGAN also introduced what the authors argued is a more sensible cost function than that
of the JS divergence. JS divergence came from expressing the training of a normal GAN as a
minimax game as described in Section 2.6. �e authors found a way to use the Earth Mover
Distance (EMD) as a loss function instead. In mathematics EMD is also called the Wasserstein
metric, which is where this GAN architecture got its name from. EMD is a distance between
two probability distributions given that they share the same integral. To get a more intuitive
sense, one can imagine two piles of dirt instead of probability distributions, the EMD is then
the minimum distance the dirt has to be moved in order to turn one pile into the shape of the
other. �e condition that the distributions must share the same integral can be seen as that
the size of the dirt piles needs to be the same in order to turn one into the shape of the other.
EMD is calculated by taking the mean distance between the piles times the amount of dirt
that is to be moved, and in the se�ing of a GAN architecture it would be expressed by

W (Pr ,Pд) =
inf

γ ∈
∏
(Pr ,Pд)

E(x,y)∼γ [‖x − y‖] . (3.1)

�e equation can be viewed as being interested only in the greatest lowest bound, in�mum
(inf), when it comes to evaluating the transport plans of moving dirt from one pile to the other
(we seek the shortest distance). Where (Pr × Pд) is the set of all joint distributions and one
such joint distribution γ ∈

∏
(Pr ,Pд) can be viewed as a transport plan. Let γ (x ,y) denote the

percentage of dirt that needs to be transported from point x to y, in order to make x follow
the same distribution as y. In order to get the EMD distance both the amount of dirt to be
moved and the mean distance is needed. �e traveling distance from x to y can be expressed
as | |x −y | | which together with the amount γ (x ,y) ends up as γ (x ,y)| |x −y | |. When averaged
across all (x ,y) pairs we get

E(x,y)∼γ [‖x − y‖]

thus ending up in Equation 3.1. �e EMD equation is computationally expensive and is thus
not suitable to use as a loss function, but the authors found a way to express the equation
in another way. With the use of the Kantorovich-Rubstein duality the EMD distance can be
converted to the following equation which is more feasible to compute

W (Pr ,Pθ ) = sup
‖f ‖L≤1

Ex∼Pr [f (x)] − Ex∼Pθ [f (x)].
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Where the supremum is the selection of the least upper bound. But this new equation needs
a 1-Lipschitz bounded loss function f , i.e. it has the following constraint:

| f (x1) − f (x2)| ≤ L|x1 − x2 |,where L = 1.

�is condition is implemented by clipping the gradient, limiting each weightwi in the network
so that it can only have a value inside of a de�ned interval.

|w | ≤ c, for c > 0.

�e degree of which to clip c becomes another hyperparameter that needs to be tuned, in-
troducing a few problems. If the value for c is too small this can cause a vanishing gradient
and and if the value is too large it can cause an exploding gradient, in both cases a�ecting
the model’s learning negatively. �e upside is that the model will converge under more cir-
cumstances than other divergences such as JS divergence. �e authors argue that WGANs
contribute both in a more meaningful loss metric and that it in practice will improve the
stability of the training process. In practice, the authors used the following function f to
calculate the Wasserstein distance

f (x ,y) = xy.

�is will give rise to a loss function that will change the role of the discriminator to what the
authors call a critic. In the former case the discriminator sought to correctly classify data as
real or fake, with the changes done to the loss function by introducing f this will no longer
be the case. Instead it will give a measurement of the distance between the synthesized and
real data, and reducing the distance will make the distributions overlap given that the critic
is trained enough to represent the distributions.

3.3 CycleGAN

CycleGAN is an architecture introduced and named by Zhu et al. (2017) [5]. It extends the
work on regular GAN networks by using two generators and two discriminators making it
possible to synthesize data bidirectionally. Original GANs transforms data from domain A to
B with a generatorGA→B that is trained with discriminatorDB that distinguishes between real
and synthesized data of domain B. CycleGAN introduces another generator GB→A, so that
it is also possible to transform data from B to A, and pu�ing these two generators together
creates a generator that goes from A to B and back to A again, GA→B→A. De�ning GA→B as
a model approximating function G and GB→A as F, GA→B→A is then F (G(A)). �is enables a
loss based on how well G can fool DB like in previous GAN se�ing GANA→B , together with
how close F (G(A)) is to the original domain of A. �is adds another condition to the network,
it should not only be able to fool D, but also to create features in the synthesized data in
such a way that it can transform them back again, the la�er called cycle consistent loss. �e
authors uses the MSE loss for their GAN, e�ectively using a GAN model called Least Squares
Generative Adversarial Networks (LSGAN) [26]. �e MAE loss is used for the cycle consistent
loss, ending up in the following total loss:

L = Lдan + Lcyc

where

Lcyc =
1
N

N∑
i=1
|F (G(xi )) − xi |
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and

Lдan =
1
N

N∑
i=1
(yi − D(G(xi )))

2.

But this is only half of it, when training a CycleGAN, this is done bidirectionally. So besides
from training on data from domain A on a network F (G(A)), together with a GANA→B , in
what the authors call a forward cycle, data from domain B is fed to a network G(F (B)) with
correspondingGANB→A consisting of DA(F (B)), referred to as a backwards cycle. Note that it
is the same F and G used in both cycles, meaning that the network will learn no ma�er what
cycle is training, these two cycles are visualized in Figure 10, where x and y are samples from
two di�erent domains.
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Figure 10: Forward and backward cycle for a CycleGAN. �e generator G is tasked with
transforming samples from domain X to Y , and the generator F is tasked with
transforming samples from domain Y to X . In the above forward cycle, a real
sample x is transformed to ŷ by G, ŷ is then fed to the discriminator Dy and F
who in turn tries to turn ŷ back to x in the form of x̂ . �e backward cycle works
in the same way but take its input as a real sample y and uses discriminator Dx to
discriminate between real and synthesized samples of x .

Wolterink et al. [4] used CycleGAN for MR-to-CT synthesis using images of people’s heads
with promising results. When the authors evaluated their results by having humans assess if
the synthesized images were real or fake, around 26.8% labeled the synthesized images as real.
In contrast, the next best result was around 2.1%, achieved with a GAN architecture named
BiGAN [27].

3.3.1 Identity loss

�e original CycleGAN paper adds another optional loss referred to as identity loss to
regularize the generator, based on the work of Taigman et al. [28]. �e idea behind the loss is
to train GA→B with data from domain B and likewise GB→A with data from A, with the goal
of them producing the same output as input. �is loss is based on MAE and can be expressed
as

Lid =
1
n

n∑
i=1
|G(yi ) − yi |,
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which results in a overall loss,

L = Lдan + Lcyc + Lid .

3.3.2 PatchGAN

For the GAN loss a novel discriminator was used that the authors named (70× 70) Patch-
GAN. As mentioned in Section 2.2, each neuron has a receptive �eld based on the kernel size
and step size. When propagated backwards, one could argue that the receptive �eld is ex-
tended by previous layer’s receptive �elds. In Figure 11 a neuron in layer n + 2 can be seen
as having an e�ective receptive �eld of 5 × 5 at layer n by adding the receptive �elds of the
neurons in layer n + 1.

Figure 11: Receptive �eld propagation in three convolutional layers. A kernel size of 3×3 and
stride of 1 results in an overall receptive �eld of 5 × 5 when propagated through
two convolutional layers.

In the PatchGAN architecture, the output layer is that of 32 × 32 neurons that each have
receptive �elds of size (70 × 70) at the original output. Each output neuron is somewhat
independently judging the image to be either fake or real based on their corresponding patch
of the image. �e authors argue that this creates a discriminator that is more concerned with
the texture of the images rather than if the images as a whole can be judged to be fake or real.
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4 Experiments

�e experiments were conducted by comparing three di�erent GAN architectures tasked with
synthesizing CT images from MR images. �e three architectures were a regular GAN, a
WGAN, and a CycleGAN. A U-Net architecture is used as the generator for all these networks
with various discriminators. A custom discriminator Ddisc was implemented for the regular
GAN, consisting of a four-layered CNN ending with with an increasing number of �lters
for each layer (64, 128, 256, 512). A kernel size of (3 × 3) was used with a stride of 2 and
LeakyReLU activations with alpha = 0.2. �e last layer of the disciminator was a dense layer
with a sigmoid activation function. Batch normalization wasis used with a momentum of 0.9,
and a dropout with a rate of 0.15 between all convolutional layers and 0.4 at the last layer.
For the WGAN implementation the discriminator (Dcr it ic ) is modi�ed so that the weights
are clipped at [−0.001, 0.001] and the sigmoid activation is removed. �e original WGAN
implementation loss function is used, see Section 3.2. �e WGAN relies on the Dcr it ic to
be optimal and this condition is estimated by training the discriminator four times for each
iteration of the generator.

One of the bene�ts of using a GAN instead of training a generator directly is the possibility
to train with unpaired data. To explore this further, the GAN is evaluated on both paired and
unpaired data. �e GAN with paired data is denoted by GANp . A myriad of con�gurations
were tested for this thesis with the con�gurations in Table 1 yielding the best results. �e
CycleLoss with the best result was weighted as L = Lдan + 10Lcyc + Lid .

Table 1 Hyperparameters used for the experiments
Metric GAN GANp WGAN CycleGAN

Optimizer Nadam Nadam Nadam Adam
Loss: MAE MAE EMD CycleLoss

Learning rate 2e-5 2e-5 2e-5 2e-4
Batch size 14 14 14 9
Momentum 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
Epochs 150 150 150 100

Discriminator Ddisc Ddisc Dcr it ic PatchGAN (70 × 70)

Generator U-Net U-Net U-Net U-Net

4.1 Hardware

�is research was conducted using the resources of High Performance Computing Center
North (HPC2N). Much of the hyperparameter searches and the �nal WGAN architecture was
trained on their GPU accelerated hardware. �e graphics card used was a Nvidia V100 Volta,
with 16GB RAM. �e CycleGAN model was developed and trained on hardware provided by
ICT Services and System Development (ITS) at Umeå University, using a Nvidia V100 Volta
with 32 GB RAM. �e GAN network was trained on an Nvidia 2080 TI graphic card with 11
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GB RAM on servers provided by the department of Radiation Sciences at Umeå University.

4.2 Evaluation

�e synthetic CT images were compared to the corresponding true CT images using MAE,
and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). �ese are evaluation metrics that are all common in
the literature [3]. MAE is de�ned in Section 2.1, and PSNR is de�ned as

PSNR = 10 log10
max(I )2

1
n
∑
(I − µ(I ))2

(4.1)

where max(I ) is the highest possible relative pixel value in in the sample, max(I ) = Imax−Imin .
In our experiments max(I ) = 2500 since the CT images ranges from −1000 to 1500.

4.3 Data set

�e data used in this project consisted of 100 T2-weighted MR and corresponding CT images
collected in clinical practice at the University Hospital of Umeå. �e images are preprocessed
using standard methods, including registration, normalization, and bias �eld correction. �e
images are scaled to size 256×256×di , wheredi is the number of slices in image i = 1, . . . , 100.

�e patients are split into sets of training, validation, and testing with a strati�ed division
at around 80%, 10%, 10% with regards to sex and cancer type, ending up with sets of (78, 11, 11)
patients. �e training data is used to train the models, validation is used for model selection
when testing di�erent hyperparameters during training and test were used for �nal evaluation
of the fully trained models.

�e CT images were scaled from [−1000, 1500] to [−1, 1], and the MR images were scaled
from [0, 2000] to [−1, 1] by applying the following transformation for each voxel (3D pixel)

pct =
v − 250

1250

pmr =
v − 1000

2000
.

Examples image slices from the data set can be seen in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Example of paired MR (below) - CT (above) image slices from the data set used
for these experiments
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5 Result

When evaluating the models the GAN network using non-paired data for its training got the
lowest Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of 30.4 HU when averaged over the test data. �e GAN
with paired data acquired the highest Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) of 26.7 dB, as seen
in Table 2. WGAN got the shortest training time with 130 seconds per epoch, this is probably
due to the fact that WGAN will spend mini-batch updates only updating the critic instead of
both the critic and the generator in a 4 to 1 ratio. Even thought the results for the CycleGAN
are reported and the MAE is in the realm of a possible synthesized CT images, it should be
noted that the results does not seem to be representative of CycleGANs. �e images produced
are visually more like gray MR images than CT images. �e results should be seen more as a
failed a�empt to use CycleGAN for this data than a comparison with a functional CycleGAN
model.

Table 2 Comparison of MAE and PSNR metrics
Metric GAN GANp WGAN CycleGAN

MAE (HU) 30.4 31.0 37.4 43.8
PSNR (dB) 26.7 26.7 25.6 25.7

Epoch time (Sec) 202 202 130 551

A comparison of synthesized CT images from test data indicates that the GAN generates
higher quality images than that of the WGAN network, see Figure 13, which is in line with
the metrics presented in Table 2. �e synthesized CT images seems to be able to generate
the bone structure in a decent manner even if the quality is unsatisfactory. �is might be
remedied by longer training times, other hyperparameters, or a more complex discriminator.
�e CNN used as a discriminator/critic for GAN and WGAN was tested with many di�erent
con�gurations of learning and dropout rates, with the values presented in Section 4 giving
the best result. Discriminators such as ResNet-50 [29] were also tested without good results.

�e CycleGAN network failed to converge to a point where it produced CT images deemed
good enough to be representative of a working model. It was tested with the hyperparame-
ters used in earlier studies on CT-MR transformation [4], using both code developed for this
project and code from other sources1. Di�erent types of weighting schemes for the CycleLoss
and learning rate were tested, with weights of the cycle-consistency loss ranging from [1, 10]
and id losses of {1, 0.1,None}. �e learning rate was tested at di�erent values in the interval
[0.002, 0.00002]. Tests with di�erent discriminators than PatchGAN (70×70)were conducted
without success. �e U-Net generator was switched to a ResNet [5] generator without show-
ing any improvements. A training progression for one of the be�er CycleGAN models trained
over 100 epochs can be seen in Figure 14. It converges towards what might be CT images and
then starts to diverge and move towards producing what more looks like the input MR image.

1h�ps://github.com/xhujoy/CycleGAN-tensor�ow
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Figure 13: Example images when evaluating the networks on test data images that was not
part of the train or validation data. �e GAN model produces similar bone struc-
tures as the target image with decent texture. WGAN is lacking the production
of bones even if tendencies to produce structures can be seen, the texture is not
as good as that of the GAN. CycleGAN produces what could be described as gray
versions of the source (MR) images, where the edges are brighter than the tissue
inside.
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Figure 14: Progression of a CycleGAN network, 18 images selected to represent the develop-
ment of a CycleGAN network that were trained for 100 epochs. �e images from
epoch 20 and 21 (marked with blue) are deemed to be the closest to the target (CT)
image even if the lowest MAE is measured at epoch 10. A�er that point, it looks
like the network is producing an output that looks more and more like the source
(MR) image instead.
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6 Discussion

One of the bene�ts with GAN networks over training generators directly is the ability to
use unpaired data during training which is easier to come by than paired images. It looks
like the quality is not reduced when training with unpaired data instead of paired, on the
contrary, there might be some bene�ts to the quality. �is is possibly due to an increased
ability to generalize in the discriminator, it learns general features distinguishing real and
fake CT images rather than speci�c di�erences in the paired training data. WGAN did not
show any signs of producing be�er results than regular GAN, but it is hard to tell if this is due
to inherent properties in the WGAN architecture or a result of �nding be�er hyperparameters
for the GAN. It could also be that WGAN will update its generator less times per epoch than
the GAN since it needs to train the discriminator at a higher ratio than the generator to keep
it “optimal”. If this is the case the di�erences of these two networks should decrease if trained
for longer times.

Even thought earlier studies showed good results with CycleGAN [4], it was not repro-
ducible in this se�ing. It is hard to give any concrete answers to why this is the case, it might
be that the data set that was used require hyperparameters for the CycleGAN that was not
found during this thesis project. �e CycleGAN network showed signs of producing images
similar to its input, in this case MR, as time went on. �is behaviour has been noted by others
as well and might be remedied by decreasing the cycle consistency loss during training [30],
but there was no time to test this hypothesis. Di�erent se�ings for the weighting scheme
were tested without success.

For reference, Wolterink et al. [4] achieved a 73.7 HU (MAE) and 32.3 dB (PSNR) with a
CycleGAN architecture, while our unpaired GAN a�ained 30.4 HU (MAE) and 26.7 dB (PSNR).
However, di�erent data sets with a di�erent anatomical coverage were used so no direct com-
parisons can be made. �e GAN can been seen as capable of synthesizing CT images from
MR with good results both from unpaired and paired data. With more optimization, be�er
discriminator, and longer training time it will probably be even be�er results than those pre-
sented here.

6.1 Future work

�e value of these �ndings would be increased if reasonable results could be obtained with the
CycleGAN architecture, so a real comparison could be made. Either way, further exploring
the possibility to use CycleGAN and why it did not work in this se�ing would be of value.
Extending this work to include more GAN variants could further increase our understand-
ing of generative models for this medical imaging domain. A suggestion would be to test
the WGAN-GP model instead of a regular WGAN as they transcended the somewhat crude
method of clipping the weights by introducing a gradient penalty. Further, conditional GAN
models, where the discriminator have access to both the input and output of the generator
would be interesting to include [31].
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